
 

 

ID Project Instructional Strategy Template 

Pre-Instructional Activities 
This first part of your strategy involves considering the activities that you will use to motivate your learners, inform 
them about what they will learn, and stimulate their recall of the prerequisite (entry) skills.  

Gain attention and motivate learners. 

Answer the questions in the ARCS table below; replace the questions in italics with your answers. 

ARCS Table 

Attention 

Capture Interest (Perceptual Arousal): 

Upon entering the room, the participants will be asked to identify their favorite color yellow, red, blue, or green. Depending on 

their responses, they will receive a certain packet with instructions not to open until otherwise notified and each packet will 

have a top-secret cover page.  

Stimulate Inquiry (Inquiry Arousal): 

To stimulate inquiry, the second page of the instruction will consist of a short illustration of intelligence analysts who have just 

graduated from intelligence school and they are on their first assignment (A job description laid out in illustration form that 

reminds them of their basic skills and give the objectives). 

Maintain Attention (Variability): 

How can I use a variety of tactics to maintain their attention?  

Throughout the instructions, there will be updates on their super villain’s activities such as their escape from prison, in addition, hints of 

possible locations (This will be their practical exercises).  

Relevance 

Relate to Goals (Goal Orientation):  

I can best meet the learner’s needs by designing a refresher course that is fun but still educational and give them confidence 

they will be able to perform the required task at their upcoming Warrior Leader Course (WLC) 

 

Match Interests (Motive Matching): 

How and when can I provide my learners with appropriate choices, responsibilities, and influences? 

The reason for the learners picking a color because the color they picked determines the super villain they will be tracking. This 

will give the learners the illusion of choice but technically, they will be using the same set of subordinate skills during the 

practical exercises but not everyone will be engaged in locating the same coordinates (to maintain even groups, the packets to 

each color will be limited depending on the size of the group).  Yellow and Red packets will be one super villain and the 

remaining colors will be the other super villain.  During the practical exercise, each group will be divided and a competition 

between the groups will consist of who can locate their super villains hideout first by plotting the six-digits coordinates. 

 

Tie to Experiences (Familiarity): 

This training is related to the learner’s job and is critical to them graduating from WLC.  It is also a basic warrior skill for all 



 

 

soldiers. 

 

Confidence 

Success Expectations (Learning Requirements): 

An important step in building positive expectation is by getting the first line leaders of the soldiers to buy into this training.  

Show the first line leader the value of training and have them talk to their soldiers before coming to the training and the 

positive results that can come from this training.  For example, by passing WLC the soldiers gain points towards their 

promotion. The practical exercise during the course will also build the soldiers confidences by letting them do hand on activities 

that will be similar to the final assessments. 

Success Opportunities (Learning Activities): 

By quickly being able to locate the required coordinates during the practical exercises and assessment, the soldiers will be more 

confident while attending WLC , and when placed under time constraints during their land navigation course they will be able 

to spend less time on plotting their coordinates and more time navigating the course to find those points. 

Personal Responsibility (Success Attributions): 

The assessment they will have to complete on their own without help from a group and will receive a go or no go for their 

assessment. 

 

Satisfaction 

Intrinsic Satisfaction (Self-Reinforcement): 

I can provide it by getting their first line leaders involved and by providing feedback to groups and individuals during the 

training and using a transfer learning technique on them after training.   

Rewarding Outcomes (Extrinsic Rewards): 

Positive reinforcement for the learner’s success will be their confidence going into their upcoming WLC and revisiting the skill on 

how to plot coordinates on a map.  This skill is an essential building block for completing their land navigation course, which 

consists of plotting their points on a map, and using a compass to locating the grid coordinates outside.  Without the correct 

grid coordinates, it is almost impossible to find the designated points and gather the correct information they are being asked 

to record.  This is very stressful to most soldiers, and the main reason for a no go is wrong grid coordinates. 

Fair Treatment (Equity): 

How can I assist the students in anchoring a positive feeling about their accomplishments? 

Give a completion certification to all who have a go on their final assessment and follow up with their first line leader on their 

accomplishments.  Soldiers who receive a no-go on their assessments will go through remedial training and be offer another 

opportunity to complete another assessment. 

Inform learners of the objectives.  

Upon entering the room, the participants will be asked to identify their favorite color yellow, red, blue, or green. Depending on 

their responses, they will receive a certain packet with instructions not to open until otherwise notified and each packet will 

have a top-secret cover page. 

They will be told to open their packets and proceed to read the mission statement, which outlines the objectives for the 

course. 



 

 

 

Describe and promote recall of prerequisite learning.  

The mission statement (illustration) will promote their recall of the learning they received during basic training, in addition, the 

pre-test exercise describe below will also promote recall of prerequisite learning. 

  



 

 

Content Presentation 

The second part of your instructional strategy involves determining how you will present the content (information, concepts, 

rules, principles, etc.) to your learners.  

Content  

The content will be a mix of both deductive and inductive instruction. The instruction is paper-based and is designed to be a 

self-paced course working in groups and as individuals on their assessments.   

Learning guidance 

 (The content portion of this is already laid out in detail throughout the rest of this model).  The content will be mostly 

participated based learning with limited instruction from the instructor.  Learners will be provided with maps, protractors, 

scenarios, diagrams, graphics and a nice to know section all lay out in their mission packets.  The pre-testing activity will start 

the instruction followed by having the learner’s opener their packets and read the mission statement that outlines the 

objectives and the course.  Learners will be given a sample six-digit coordinates and clear instructions on how to use the 

protractor with pictures.  Learners can chose to work individually during the first exercise or in groups.  The second exercise 

will be a competition and will be done in assigned groups.  Before the final assessment, participants will be allowed to ask 

questions.  The instructor will be there to answer questions and to assist anyone who is might have difficulties.  

 

 

  



 

 

Learner Participation  

The third part of your instructional strategy involves how you will engage your learners in the instruction, which is really 

the heart of your strategy. Explain how the learners will interact with the content, including any learning artifacts (products) 

that they will produce (e.g., a demonstration, simulation, presentation, etc.).  

Practice 

The learners will be given two practical exercises. Learners will be given a sample six-digit coordinates and clear instructions 

on how to use the protractor with pictures.  Learners can chose to work individually during the first exercise or in groups.  The 

second exercise will be a competition and will be done in assigned groups.  Before the final assessment, participants will be 

allowed to ask questions.  The instructor will be there to answer questions and to assist anyone who is might have difficulties. 

Feedback 

Feedback will be given when the individuals or groups complete their practical exercises.  If the exercises were done incorrectly 

the instructor, can ask the group where they think they went wrong and then walk through the exercise with everyone.  

  



 

 

Assessment 

The fourth part of your instructional strategy involves how you will measure the extent to which your learners are able to 

complete the performance objectives. You have already created criterion-referenced test items for each objective. In this part of 

your strategy, explain how you will measure your learners' overall success. Although these assessments are referred to as 

"tests", keep in mind that a test can take the form of any type of valid performance measure such as a demonstration, 

presentation, etc.; in other words, a test need not necessarily be in the form of a paper-and-pencil instrument. Refer to the 

table on p. 134 in Dick & Carey for a refresher about the types of tests. 

Entry skills test  

Explain whether you will use an entry skills test to measure your learners' readiness to participate in the instruction and that 

they possess the minimum necessary skills. Consult the work you did for your Analyze Learners and Contexts assignment to 

make your decision. For example, if your analysis revealed (via valid documentation) that your learners possess the entry skills, 

a test may not be necessary. On the other hand, a good entry skills test will help to validate your analysis. 

The groups of soldiers who will be participating in the training have been through basic training and will already have the 

basic entry skills.  The intellectual skill I am designing for is more of a refresher course for the soldiers and to prepare them 

for their land navigation course for WLC.  

Pretest  

Explain how you will use a pretest to measure your learners' level of knowledge about the subordinate skills. The pretest is 

similar to the entry skills test (you would administer both before the instruction). However, the pretest focuses on whether your 

learners have already mastered the subordinate skills. The results could provide you with important information about 

whether your learners are either under- or over-prepared to participate in your instruction; additionally, you can compare the 

data from a pretest with those from a posttest to determine if learning occurred.  

To check the level of the learner’s subordinate skills, I will have the participant’s line up on an imaginary continuum.  For 

example, more experienced to the right less experienced to the left.  With the list of subordinate skills, participants will talk 

together to figure out who goes where.  Then the instructor will pair of a less experienced soldier with a more experienced 

soldier so they can learn together during the instruction portion of the class. 

 

 

Posttest  

Explain how you will measure the extent to which your learners' have achieved the performance objectives and the terminal 

objective. You will administer the posttest following the instruction.  

They will need to complete the below test within the 100-meter tolerance.   

Situation: You are an intelligence analyst assigned to the 513th Military Intelligence Brigade located at Fort Gordon, Georgia.  

Your commanding officer, Captain America, just received a report of an escaped super-villain and needs your help to plot the 



 

 

six-digit grid coordinates of his suspected hideout.  The RQ7B Shadow drone will be sent to these coordinates to gather Intel.  

Captain America will need the six-digit coordinates in 15 minutes. 

Criterion-referenced Test Item: Record the six-digit grid coordinates with the correct two-letter 100,000-meter-square 

identifier within the 100-meter tolerance in 15 minutes.  Use the map sheet and protractor below. 

Map Sheet: Harlem 1:50,000  

Protractor Scale: 1:50,000 

1. What is the two-digit north-south grid line number that is left of point A?  67 

2. What is the first and the second digit of the six-digit grid coordinate of point A?  6 7 _ _ _  

3. What is the two-digit east-west grid line number that is below point A?  85 

4. What is the fourth and fifth digit of the six-digit grid coordinate of Point A?  _ _ _  8  5 _ 

5. What are the two digit grids coordinates of the aligned protractor for the vertical axis (north-south grid lines) and horizontal 
axis (east-west grid lines)? 
   

a. The vertical two-digit coordinates is  67 

b. The horizontal two-digit coordinates is 85 

6.  What is the third-digit 100-meter mark nearest on the north-south grid line? 5 

7.  What is the sixth-digit 100-meter mark on the vertical axis of the protractor nearest to point A?  2 
 

8. Which is the correct two-letter 100,000-meter square identifier for the six-grid coordinates? 
a. LH 
b. LG 
c. LI 
d. LE 

 
Write your six-digit coordinate numbers with the two-letter 100,000 meter-square identifier from the information above. 

L G 6 7 5 2 8 5 

 

Follow-through Activities 

The final part of your instructional strategy involves determining whether you learners will need further assistance or guidance 

after they complete the instruction.  

Memory aids for retention 

Learners will be given their packets and will be given a job aid on how to locate an eight-digit coordinate within a 10-meter 

tolerance.  Eight-digit coordinates will help soldiers locate their points quicker in the land navigation task, which is a timed 

event.  WLC only requires six-digit coordinates be taught to find the points so having the skill to find eight-digit coordinates is 

not necessary, but it is a nice to have skill.  

Transfer considerations 



 

 

Within the month of their WLC date, send the learner an email with a follow up exercise.  In the email, I will remind the 

participants about the in-training activities.  This exercise will require plotting both six-digit coordinates and eight-digit 

coordinates within their meter tolerances.  In the email, I will refer to their learner packet and the job aid, which shows how to 

locate an eight-digit, coordinates.  I will give them a time limit to response to exercise and report the coordinates back to their 

first line leaders and me. 


